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Abstract:According to the International Telecommunication Union, the given present bandwidth is not
sufficient for the subscribers in the world. So for the high definition streaming and increasing the data
rate the MilliMeter waves are introduced. Millimeterwaves are known as Extreme High Frequency is
the international telecommunication union termed for the range of radio frequencies in the
electromagnetic spectrum. The range of the EHF is 30 to 300 gigahertz (GHz). In this paper, we will
discuss atmospheric attenuations of Millimeter Waves and their characteristics. In section 1, discusses
the introduction of the mmwaves, and the characteristics of the mm waves, in section 2explains about
the different attenuations of the mmwaves and the characteristics of mmwaves in that attenuation and
we will discuss them theoretically and graphically.
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1. Introduction

At present,to a greater extent of bandwidth-demanding applications are getting into the daily
customs of mobile users. Wireless data circulation is predicted to shoot up 1000 times within
the coming 20 years. To confront this far fetched increase,one of the most competent
resolutions is to increase the data transmission into a pristine non-traditional spectrum
where gigantic bandwidths are on hand,such as millimeter wave (mmWave).

Millimeter waves are radio waves defined to lie between the frequency range 30-
300GHz. as stated by ITU it can also be known as an Extremely High Frequency band.
Because of large bandwidth millimeter wave communication can also be used in high data
rate operations. The mmwaves communication was fundamentally thrived by J.C Bose in the
year 1895. In this correspondence framework, he created mmWave sub frameworks like
Polarizer,Cylindrical diffraction grafting,horn antenna,spark transmission, and gathering of
electromagnetic waves at 60Ghz over separation of 23m,through two interceding dividers by
remotely ringing and exploding some gun powder.

At present mmWave is being researched for WPAN,backhaul,WLAN,Cell frameworks
around 60GHz. An unlicensed range of 60Ghz is directly promptly accessible all through the
world for use in mmWave correspondence.

In 1995 FCC began the main significant guideline of 60GHz (57-59GHz) range for business
customers through an unlicensed use preposition. The Commission noticed that the range
would be appropriate for short-run,high information rate,broadband applications, for
example, remote PC to Pc interchanges,and discovered that permitting was not required in
light of the constrained potential for obstruction for shorter spread separations. In the year
2000, the FCC expanded the 57-59GHz band to the 57-64GHz for use by unlicensed section
15n gadgets. This designation of 7GHz of unused range for permit free activity expands the
accessibility of an adaptable,minimal cost,high data transfer capacity. Millimeter waves have
high carrier frequency because mmWave communication is undergoing huge propagation
loss and beamforming has been taken up as an indispensable technique, which designates
that mmWave communications are innately directional.
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Moreover, due to fragile diffraction ability, mmWave communications are delicate to
blockage by hindrances such as humans and furniture. To oversaw blockages, multiple
approaches from the physical layer to the network layer is proposed. New physical layer
technologies at mmWaves are included with the multiple inputs and multiple outputs
(MIMO) technique and full duplex are introduced for the blockage of mmWaves during
transmission.According to ITU, the radio spectrum band is divided into so many sub-parts
which are given in the below table,

Table 1: Various bands present in the spectrum

1.1. Characteristics of mmWaves:
Millimeter waves broadcast uniquely by the line of sight paths. Line of sight paths is

a feature of electromagnetic radiation or aural wave propagation which means waves while
passing through the source to the receiver in a direct path. The electromagnetic broadcast
includes light emissions which will travel in a straight line. The electromagnetic waves may
be diffracted, refracted, reflected, or engrossed by the atmosphere and barriers with material
and generally, they cannot travel behind or over barriers and horizon. These mmWaves are
not echoed by the ionosphere nor can’t they travel along with the earth as ground waves as
the least frequency radio waves do. These mmWaves bands have certain encounters for
wireless communication. The signal at the lower frequencies can breach into the walls and
cover the larger areas. These confines can be favorably demoralized to provide more secure
communication, which will have less chances for hacking and gives the high-frequency reuse.
This will expedite efficient spectrum consumption and support the design of largely packed
networks. They are two important attributes of the characterization of mmWaves are:

i. Free space path loss
ii. Propagation loss factors

1.2. Free space path loss

BAND NAME ABBREVIATION FREQUENCY

Extremely low frequency ELF 3-30Hz

Super low frequency SLF 30-300Hz

Ultra low frequency ULF 300-3000Hz

Very low frequency VLF 3-30kHz

Low frequency LF 30-300kHz

Medium frequency MF 300-3000kHz

High Frequency HF 3-30MHz

Very high frequency VHF 30-300MHz

Ultra high frequency UHF 300-3000MHz

Super high frequency SHF 3-30GHz

Extremely high frequency EHF 30-300GHz

Terahertz frequency THz or THF 300-3000GHz
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The free space path loss is the loss in the strength of the signal in terminologies of radio
energy when it will travel between the feedpoints of two antennas through free space. The
strength of the signal can be measured as the transmitter power output received by the
delivering antenna at a broadcast distance from the broadcasting antenna. We generally hire
the Friss transmission equation as follows to compute the power delivered from the
delivering antenna with gain GD, when broadcasted from the broadcasting antenna with gain
GB.
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Where PB is the broadcast power. λ is the wavelength of the signal. d is the
transmission distance between broadcasting and delivering antennas and n is the path loss
exponent. In this, n has different values that depend upon the radio propagation
channels for various complicated environments [5]. For example, n ϵ [2.4, 4.1] for normal
urban area cellular radio and n ϵ [1.5, 1.7] for enclosed LOS setups. According to the equation
(1), free space path loss can be stated by
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Where the f is denoted as the frequency of the signal and the c will be the speed of
the light. The ���� can be used for predicting the signal strength of the signal at a certain
distance d. for the certain application of the wireless communication and networking, ����

units of dB by taken up f in GHz and d in km
���� � �h log�h � � �h log�h � � n�tsh

Along with free space path loss, the mmWave propagation is exaggerated by surplus
loss factors which are mostly dependent on the frequency of the signal [10]. Based on the
equation (2), ���� is obtained in direct proportion to the frequency of signal f and distance of
broadcast d. Likened to the microwave signals which are below the 6GHz, the free space path
loss is much more for mmWave signals at high frequencies below the condition of the given
broadcast distance d and the antenna configurations. When the frequency of the signal rises
directly the free space path loss will also increase.
1.3. Propagation Loss factors
These factors are:

 Atmospheric gaseous attenuation due to oxygen (O2) and the water vapor
 Hail attenuation due to rain
 Scattering losses which contain diffuse reflection and spectacular reflection
 Diffraction loss
 Foliage loss

According to the range of transmitter-receiver link and the characteristic of the
medium, mmWaves propagation is classified into two types: indoor propagation and outdoor
propagation. These are directed by the same procedure as reflection, diffraction, scattering,
etc.
2. Attenuation in Millimetre Waves
2.1 Barometric Attenuation

The free space way misfortune just reflects a sort of sign weakening which happens
while traveling in the perfect vacuum condition. Yet pass that, mmWave signals getting into
free space are likewise affected by frequency-related environmental weakening.

On a fundamental level, the propagation of mmWave signals is ordinarily influenced by the
interaction of air atoms. The climatic weakening is fundamentally caused by the vibrating
trait of barometrical atoms when they interact with mmWave engendering. All the more
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absolutely, these molecules can retain a specific segment of sign vitality of mmWave
engendering and vibrate with a quality proportional to signal recurrence. The environmental
effect below 10 GHz is generally low and can be likewise measured by utilizing the Friss
transmission condition, anyway environmental constriction for mmWave frequencies and
higher increases significantly at specific frequencies.

Environmental vapors misfortunes Proliferation losses endured by mmWave
interchanges are a lot more prominent than misfortunes endured by lower frequencies.
Radio waves cooperate with the gas particles like Oxygen (O2), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and
water fumes (H2O) present in the climate while going through the troposphere layer [10].
These connections may or may not be lossy. On the off chance that association causes loss of
vitality, at that point, it shows into the constriction of a sign. At the reverberation of atoms,
when their electrons will, in general, delocalize high misfortunes happen. For instance, when
an asymmetric (H2O) atom is put in a solid electric field, it tends to adjust itself in the bearing
of the least potential concerning the field. This procedure brings about a loss of vitality. Now
with standing, retention of electromagnetic vitality happens when it rises to the quantum
excitation vitality of particles. Vapors assimilation because of water fume and Oxygen in the
air causes the reverberation up to ~300GHz. for oxygen and water fume the solid band of
resonances is around 57-60GHz and 22GHz individually. The lessening differs from the
measure of water fume present in climate. These misfortunes are more prominent at certain
frequencies which concur with the mechanical thunderous frequencies of the gas atoms.
Different components influencing mmWaves spread are:

A. Barometric gaseous attenuation
1. Water fumes absorption
2. Oxygen Absorption

B. Hail Attenuation
1. Rain

C. Environmental Blockage
D. Scattering Effects

1. Diffused reflection
2. Scattered Reflection

E. Diffraction
An extra arrangement of bends for all out single direction constriction through the air,
including constriction because of water fume and oxygen, is surrendered. This appears for a
few edges from the vertical or apex [9]. Plainly, the larger this gradient, the more
environment the wave experiences, and subsequently, the more the wave is lessened. It
shows the single direction constriction through the air for oxygen. The lessening increments
as the off-pinnacle point increments, due to the more draw out separation climatic entrance.
As one would expect, the misfortune is most elevated around the 60 GHz oxygen assimilation
top for all height edges. It shows the vapors constriction for oxygen assimilation and water
fume retention as an element of the range, well beyond the free space misfortune. The
resonance frequencies beneath 100GHz happen at 24GHzfor water fume and 60GHzfor
oxygen. It portrays complete weakening, including free space misfortune and vaporous
constriction, foe three runs of mill frequencies. There is no critical increment in constriction
because of vaporous retention over the free space misfortune, except for the 60 GHz band
[9]. Over a separation of around 9km, the composite misfortune (FSL+ Assimilation)
increments essentially from the free space misfortune alone.

It demonstrates the recurrence reuse potential outcomes in the light of climatic vaporous
misfortunes, for average advanced fixed assistance frameworks working in the region of
60GHz. Note that at the 60GHz oxygen ingestion top, the working reach or an average fixed
assistance correspondences interface is exceptionally short, on the request for 2km, and that
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another connection could be utilized on a similar recurrence on the off chance that it was
isolated from the principle connect by around 4km. on the other hand, at 55GHz, the working
extent for a run of the mill fixed help interface is around 5km, however, a subsequent
connection would need to be situated around 18km away to maintain a strategic distance
from obstruction. Different elements must be considered in deciding real recurrence reuse.
For example, receiving wire directivity and interceding obstruction way misfortune.
2.2. Rain attenuation
In microwave frameworks, transmission misfortune is represented essentially by the free
space misfortune. Be that as it may, in the millimeter-wave group's extra misfortune factors
became an integral factor. For example, vaporous misfortunes and downpour in the
transmission medium. Raindrops are generally a similar size as the radio frequencies and
hence, cause dispersing of the radio sign. The weakening per kilometer as a capacity of rain
appeared in figure (1) [6]. Downpour is typically estimated by the amassed profundity of
precipitation in a given time, called downpour rate, and is communicated in millimeters
every hour [8]. For electromagnetic lessening and depolarization considers, raindrop size
appropriation is significant. At any rate, four raindrop size appropriations are broadly
known: Laws-Parsons, Marshal-Palmer, Joss, and Sheckon-Sri Vastav. The theoretical
prediction of rain specific attenuation based on geophysical observations of rain rate, rain
structure and the variation of atmospheric temperature as suggested by Crane’s theory could
be summarized as
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Where
� � ln ���� � �� � �ts��ht���� � st͵ � htͺ ln �

Lr is path attenuation to rain in dB, r is rain rate in mm/h, and D is the path length.
Multipliers a and b are rain attenuation coefficients dependent on frequency and polarization
[8] [2].
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Figure 1: Rain attenuation of mmWaves in different atmospheric conditions
2.3. Environmental Blockage
In millimetre wave engendering one of the most significant weaknesses is constriction
because of foliage or hindrance brought about by vegetation. The various pieces of the
foliage include haphazardly dispersed leaves, branches, tree trunks, and twigs. Radio wave
going in foliated situations like backwoods medium encounters power misfortune due to
multipath scattering, diffraction, and reflection. Be that as it may, contingent upon the
thickness of foliage, nearness of wind, and stickiness, the real foliage constriction differs.
Attributable to the little frequency in mmWaves, the probability of blockage because of
foliage deterrent is high. Despite constricting the mmWave signal between the transmitter
and collector, foliage can fill in as a wellspring of multipath reflections used to shape nonline
of sight (NLOS) joins [7]. To describe the multipath impact, profoundly directional and
steerable reception apparatuses have been utilized to recognize multipath scattering in
open-air urban distributed and cell applications at 38 GHz and 60GHz. some observational,
semi-experimental, and explanatory models have been created to foresee and appraise the
misfortune. It has been checked that the Weissberger model gives the most idealistic gauge
(the least lessening) and the FITURmodel conveys the most negative gauge (the most
elevated weakening). The misfortune anticipated by adjusted exponential rot model
presented by Weissberger can be communicated as

� � �tss�ht�͵�hth͵ for 14m<d<400m and

� � ht�h�ht�͵� for 0m<d<14m
Where f is the frequency in GHz and d is the tree depth in meters.
2.4. Reflection
When a frequency wave strikes an entity having extremely huge measurements when
contrasted with the frequency of a he radio wave, reflection happens. Mirroring of mm waves
happens from surfaces of entities like furnishings, dividers, and structures. At the point when
a radiowave encroaches on a medium having distinctive electrical properties, it gets halfway
reflected and somewhat refracted through the medium.

The reflected vitality relies upon material properties of medium and physical properties of
wave like recurrence, polarization, and the edge of frequency. In the event of the dielectric
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medium, a bit of wave is transmitted, what’s more, some part is reflected in the first medium
[5]. On the off chance that a medium is an impeccable conductor, at that point, the measure
of vitality through about back depends the polarization of the wave. Reflecting surface show
up relatively unpleasant at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies. This causes the
diffused impression of signs. So at mmWave recurrence impact of specular (direct reflection
from the smooth surface) refection is less noticeable and signs get for the most part
dissipated at the reflecting surfaces and subsequently less reflected force is accessible at the
recipient. Dispersing, Dissipating is a physical marvel where the sign goes astray from its
unique way due to non – consistencies present in the medium through which it proliferated
[19]. The measure of vitality got a beneficiary is more than anticipated by reflection and
diffraction models. This is because of the dissipating of vitality by structure, trees, and
different items every which way [10]. The reflected radiation is strayed from the point
anticipated by the law of reflection. Radiations that adhere to Snell’s law of reflection from
smooth surfaces and stay as unscattered reflection are known as specular reflections. While
the reflections from unpleasant surfaces that experience dissipating are known as diffused
reflection.
2.5. Diffraction
The lower recurrence radio waves have progressively propensities to twist around the
deterrents during spread in a homogenous medium. Because of diffraction vitality is gotten
at the beneficiary regardless of whether there is no view way among transmitter and
recipient [5] [10]. When a radio wave encroaches on hindrance its sufficiency and stage
changes and it infiltrates the shadow zone diminishing the gotten field quality. Diffraction
field despite everything continues due to having great solidarity to yield a sign. As indicated
by Huygens Standard diffraction is characterized as the bowing of a wave around the edges
of an obstruction or opening [23].
3. Comparison of mmWaves with Bayesian signal
Bayesian signal handling is a technique to appraise the genuine estimation of an irregular
watched variable that develops in time. Bayesian signal preparing utilizes from the earlier
data of the dissemination of the arbitrary factors in inferring the assessments. For straight
frameworks with Gaussian clamor, Bayesian signal preparing results in Kalman sifting while
for non direct frameworks, partical channels are utilized. The Kalman channel is recursive
form of the base mean square blunder (MMSE) estimator presented freely by Kalman in
1960 and Swerling in 1958. The Kalman channel is utilized to gauge the quick condition of
straight unique framework irritated by white Gaussian clamor. The condition of dynamic
frameworks shifts with time however the state isn’t regular legitimately quantifiable. Rather,
the estimation is performed by utilizing estimations which are directly identified with the
state what’s more, ruined by white Gaussian clamor. Dynamic frameworks are portrayed by
the state-space model which comprises of state development condition and an estimation
condition. The Kalman channel is factually ideal as for any quadratic capacity of estimation
blunder. The numerical model behind the Kalman channel is a sensible introduction for some
control issues and estimation issues. The Kalman channel is completely concentrated in the
book. The chronicled improvement of Kalman shifting is concentrated and a huge overview
of straight sifting hypothesis with almost 400 references.
In 1960, Kalman figured a recursive answer for the ideal direct shifting issue utilizing a state-
space model for a unique framework.
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Figure 2: Comparison of mmwaves with Bayesian signal
4. Conclusion
Milli-meter waves are currently under use in various fields such as remote sensing, radio
astronomy, imaging and many more. And so far, the transmission has shown to be more
effective in comparison to various other technologies. Also, mmWaves are observed to have
signal to noise ratio close to Bayesian signal, which is highly known for its signal strength.
The performance of mmWaves is highly affected by the atmosphere of transmission as
atmospheric particles such as rain drops have similar wavelength compared to the signal.
mmWaves work best in tropical region, where the possibility of rain is at its lowest. Despite
this there are other characteristics of mmWaves that make them highly suggested for use,
and further research could enable us to reduce some of its drawbacks as well.
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